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Abstract 
Schlicker, J.S., K groups of Z/p’& Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 291-306. 
Since Quillen’s paper on the X-theory of finite fields in 1972, there have been few explicit com- 
putations of higher ( > 2) dimensional algebraic K groups. In 1976, Friedlander extended Quillen’s 
work to compute the unitary K groups of finite fields. Six years later Evens and Friedlander com- 
puted the groups KiGL( Z/p’Z) for i = 3,4 and for p 15. K1 and Kz had been previously calculated 
by Bass and Milnor, respectively. In 1985, Aisbett found the groups K,(Z/p’?) for 1 si54, for 
all primes p and Snaith computed the groups ~~(F?~~~[f]/(fz)) for tu:. 1. A year later Aisbett, 
Lluis-Puebla and Snaith obtained results on KS of L-q [r]./(r2) and Fq[r]/(r3) for q a power of an 
odd prime. In this paper we compute some of the homology groups of the group S0(2n, Z/p’Z) 
and use these groups, along with some previous results on the homology of the groups 
SO(2n + l,Z/p2Z), Sp(Zn, ZVp’Z) and SL(n, Z’/p’Z), to determine the groups KG(Z’/p2Z) for 
large primes p, where G = Sp or 50 and 1 =ilS. Unfortunately, there will be no exact definition 
of the meaning of large primts. This is dte to the lack of explicit bounds bf sei tain homology 
stability theorems. In addition, we are able to extend the work of Evens and Friedlander to deter- 
mine bounds on the group KFL(Z/p2Z) for primes p>56. 
Introduction 
Since Quillen [12] determined the K-theory of finite fields, there have been few 
explicit computations of higher (> 2) dimensional algebraic K groups. Friedlander 
[8] extended Quillen’s work to compute the unitary K groups of finite fields; Evens 
and Friedlander [7] computed the groups KiGL(Z/p2Z) for i= 3,4 and for pr 5 
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(K, and Kz had been previously calculated by Bass [3] and Milnor [ll], respectively); 
Aisbett [l] found the groups K#Up”Z) for 1 s&4, for all primes 0; Snaith [14] 
computed the groups &( lJ+[r]/(r2)) for m> 1; Aisbett, Lluis-Puebla and Snaith 
[2] have obtained results on K; of !$[t]/(f’) and ff&]/(r3j for q d power of an odd 
prime. In this paper we use the results of [13] to extend the work of Evens and 
Friedlander to determine bounds on the group K~$Z/p2Z) for primes p>56. In 
addition, we are able to explicitly compute the groups K”(ZJp’H) for large primes 
p, where G = Sp or SO and 1 I is 5. Unfortunately, there will be no exact definition 
of which primes constitute the large primes. This is due to the lack of explicit bounds 
of certain homology stability theorems. 
In Section 1, we use the results and the methods of [13] to determine the groups 
H,(SL(n, Z/p’Z)) for 15 r-54, H,.(Sp(Zn, Z/p’Z)) and H,(SO(2n, Z/p2Z)) for 
15 rc 5 and we find upper and lower bounds for the groups H5(SL(n, Z/p’Z)). We 
then use some homological stability results of van der Kallen [9], Betley [4] and 
Charney f6] to find H,(SL(n, Z/p2Z)) for 1 sr14, H,(Sp(2n,L/p2Z)) and 
H,.(S0(2n, Z/&)) for 15 rl5. 
In Section 2, we apply the results of Section 1 to find the groups KiG(m/p2z) for 
G = Sp or 0 and I ric 5 and we find bounds for K@‘p’Z). 
1. Homology of SL(Z/$Z), Sp(Z/p2Z) and SO(Z/p2Z) 
In [ 131 i he p primary component of the groups Hi(SL,1(Z/p2Z j), Hi(Sp2,(Z/p2Z)) 
and Hi(SO2,1+ #Up’Z)) were determined for 1 I is 5 except for H~(SL,,(Z/p2Z)) 
for which only bounds were determined. In this section we determine the p primary 
component of the groups HJG(Z/p’Z)) for G= GL, Sp or SO and 1 lrs5 with 
the exception of Hs(GL(Z/p2Z)), for which we find bounds. We begin this section 
wiLh the definitions of the groups of interest. 
Definitions 1.1. Let R be a commutative, associative ring with identity. 
(1) The group GL(n, R) is the group of invertible n x n matrices with entries in 
the ring R. GL(n, R) can be embedded into GL(n + 1, R) via upper inclusion. Then 
the group GL(R) is lim,# GL(n, R), the direct limit of the groups GL(n, R). M,(R) 
is the set of all n xn matrices with entries in R. 
(2) SL(n, R) is the subgroup of GL(ra, R) consisting of the matrices of determi- 
nant 1 and SL(R) = lim,. SL(r?, R). sl(n, R) is the set of all matrices in M,(R) of 
trace zero. 
Let Jo(n) Fe the matrix [’ ‘,! /,, o] and Jsp(n) be the matrix [ __!!” k]. 
(3) 0(2n, R) is the subgroup of GL(2n, R) consisting of matrices X such that 
XJo(n)XT = Jo(n) and O(R) = lim,, 0(2n, R). 
(4) S0(2n, R) is the subgroup of 0(2n, R) consisting of matrices with determinant 
1 and SO(R) = lim,, SO(2n, R). 
soih, R) = {XE sl(2n, R): XJo(n) + Jh(n)X=O). 
(5) Sp(2rt R) is the subgroup of SL(2n, R) consisting of matrices of X satisfying 
.iJs,(2n)XT = Jsp(2n) and Sp(R) = lim,, Sp(2n, R). 
sp(2n, R) = {XE s1(2n, R): XJs,(2n) + J$Zn)X = O}. 
Definitions 1.2. The linear algebraic K groups of a ring R, denoted K,(R), are de- 
fined to be the groups ni(BGL(R)+), where BGL(R) is the classifying space of GL(R) 
and ( )’ is Quillen’s plus construction with respect to the perfect commutator sub- 
group. The orthogonal K groups of R, K,?(R), are the groups q(BO(R)+). The 
symplectic K groups KY(R) are the groups Zi(BSp(R)‘). 
We now proceed to the homology computations. The results needed from [ 131 are 
summarized in the following, where H,(G,A;p) represents the p-primary compo- 
nent of the homology of G with coefficients in A. 
T)leorem 1.3. (1) For nr5 andp>5n+l, 
H,(SL(n, 7’),Z;p) = 
0, s= 1,2,4, 
P/p2Z, S=3, 
(2) For nz5 andpztin-3, 
H,(Sp(2i4 p2): Z;p) = 
0, r= 1,2,4,5, 
(Up2Z), r=3. Cl 
To find the orthi2gonal K groups of Z/p2Z we shall need to know the groups 
Hr(O(Z/p2Z)). We will find these groups by first finding H,(SO(Z/p2Z)). 
Hr(SO(Z/p2Z)) is the limit of the groups H,.(S0(2n,p2)) which were, unfortunate- 
ly, not found in [ 131. However, these groups can be found by using the same 
methods. -Weyi il6] showed that the irreducible representations of the classical 
groups GL,, SP~,~, SOzn and SOZ~+~ are essentially in one to one correspondence 
with Young diagrams of length at most n. From [to, Theorem 2.3.4] we know that 
the decomposition into irreducible components of a tensor product of diagrams for 
so even is the same as the decomposition of the tensor product of the same diagrams 
for SOodd. So the decomposition of the module Ai(so(2n, p)) @ sj(so(2n, p)) 
into its irreducible components over SOzn is the same as the decomposition of 
A’(so(2n + 1,p)) @ Si(so(2n + 1, p)) over SOzn + l for any i and j. Since the adjoint 
representation of SOzn has as its corresponding diagram the diagram [ 1 2], the 
decompositions we will use can be found in [ 13, Lemma 6.21. To find the groups 
Hr(SO(Z/p2Z)) for 19~~5 we will need the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.4. (a) For Sol a.vd p>max{4n+s-2,8s+l}, H,(SO(2n,pk%p)= 
H,(S0(2n,p), Z/pi?) = 0. 
(b) For nr2 andp>max(b+s-2&+5), 
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H,(S0(2n, p), so(2n, p)$ = 
C 
0, s=o, 1,3,4, 
E/p& s=2. 
(c) For nr3 and p>max{4n+s-2&+9), 
H,(SWn, p), A 2W2n, PI)) = C 0, s=o, 1,3, Z/p& s=2. 
(d) For ns4 andp>max{4n+s-2,8s+9}, 
II,(SOi2n, p), S2(so(2n, p))) = f 
0, s=l,2, 
[Z/pZ, s=o. 
(e) For 11r4 andp>max{4n+s-2,8s+13], 
rl,(SWn, P), A 3(so(2n, 10)) = 
0, s= 1,2, 
H/p& s=o. 
(f) For nzS andp>max{4n+s_2,8s+l3}, 
0, s=l, 
H,(S0(2n,p), A2(so(2n,p)) @ so(2n,p)) = Z/p& s = 0, 
(z/lpz)2, s = 2. 
(g) For nz5 and p>max(4n+s-2,8s+l3), 
H.(SWn, p), K) = 
0, s=o, 1, 
(n/pZ)2, s = 2, 
where K= Ker{A2(so(2n,p))@so(2n,p) -+ A3(so(2n,p)}. 
(h) For nz6 and p>max{4n+s-2,8s+lJ), H,(SO(2n,p),A4(so(2n,p)))=0, 
s=o, 1. 
[i) For nz4 andpz6n-3, H0(SO(2n,p),M)=0, where 
M = A’(so(2n,p))@ [A’(so(2n,p))@so(2n,p)] 
0 [S2(so(2n,p))Oso(2~z,p)l= 
The proof of Theorem 1.4 is identical in nature to the procf of Theorem 4.1 in 
[ 131. We will outline the proof here. The decompositions in 113, Lemma 6.21 hold 
over the algebraically closed field k = Fp. To relate computations over k to com- 
putations over !Fp we use the SOzn analogue of [13, Proposition 2.21. To find in- 
variants we use the fact that the invariants in a module are completely determined 
by the number of copies of k that occur in the decomposition of the module (see 
[ 13, Proposition 2.41). To find the groups in Theorem 1.4 we will use the following 
lemmas whose proo.fs are similar to those in Section 2 of [ 131. 
Lemma 1.5. pl(-wO)#O 0 ti=(f,,(n-l,n)) or ((l),(i,i+l)) for 15&n-I, 
where f,=(l,l,..., I,-l,-l)E(Z/22)“. Cl 
Lemma 1.6. --cc). 0 = (q -~2)+(~,+~Jfor31r<s9nor -w.O=(q -ez)+(&r+e,) 
for 31rhs5n @ w=((1),(1,2)(i,i+i)) for 3dln or w=(f,,(1,2)(n_l,n)). q 
Let S be the set of all weights that occur in the decompositions of 113, Lem- 
ma 6.21. For a weight A let S(A) be the irreducibke module of high weight il. Then 
S(i5 + Q) = so(2n, p). 
To determine the groups in Theorem 1.4 for s = 2 we use the following proposi- 
Proposition 1.1. For all ;1 E S, except A = &, + c2, H2(S0(2n,p), S(A)) = 0. For ;I = 
el + E2, H2(SO(2n, p), so(2n, p)) = UpiZ. 
Proof. We work in cohomology and use duality. As in [ 131, to determine 
H2(SO(2n,p), S(A)) we need only determine dr (A) = C,, w p, (cc, . A). Now, as in [ 131, 
cc) -‘*A=r = cz)(r)+cc)*O=A. Supposep,(o-‘*A&O. Then LI)-’ J=r, where r has 
the form &i-+&j for some l,(i<j~n. SO m(r)--A=-~00. Then CO(T)--20. But 
CO(~) - A has the form X~(i)e~(i) +X,(j)&,(j) - il which is always negative if A >q + c2. 
So for iz #:r + 15~ in S, H2(Sc!(2n,p), S(A)) = 0. Hf A = q + e2, then CO(T) - (q + e2)r 
0 * U(T) = (q + c2). Then --o l 0 = 0. So cc) = ((l), id) and pl((( l), id) - (q + e2)) = 1. 
Therefore, d&q + e2) = 1. 0 
By Proposition 1.7, the groups in Theorem 1.4 for s = 2 are determined by count- 
ing the number of copies of S(e, + Ed) that occur in the decomposition of each 
module. 
Proposition 1.8. H4(S0(2n,p), so(2n,p)) = 0. 
Proof. Again, we only need to determine d2(q + e2). Suppose p2(o-* n (q + c2)) #to. 
Then w-* l (&I + ~2) = r, where ‘I has the form (Ei + Ej) + (e, f E,) for some 15 i< jc n, 
1 ~r<s=n. As a result, co(r) - (q + e2) has the form 
(X,(i)&(i) 4 xa( j)&o( j)) + (Xo(r)&(r) +X,(s)%(s)) - (El + Et)* 
so w(7)-((El +E& 0 happens only when 
I 
0, 
-(;o=()= q&&9 for some lrl<m92, 
(q-E2)+(q+~,,,), for 3rkmrn. 
Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 leave us with only 5 possibilities: o = ((l), id), w = ((l), (i, i+ 1)) 
for h&n-1, u=(f,,(n-l,n)), cc,=((l),(1,2)(i,iJ-1)), 35&n-1 and cc)= 
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cf,, (1,2)(n - 1,~)). Finding Iwlpz(w l (el + Q)) in each case and adding gives us 
dZ(q + ez) = 2(n -2)-(n-2)-2(n-3)-2+(n-3)+-l =O. 0 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.4. CI 
The exac. sequence 
0 4 so,(2n, p) 4 SO(2n, p2) 4 SO(2n, p) 4 1 I 
yields a spectral sequence with E2 term 
with entries 
(z_/pz)2 - 0 - z/pi? - 
O- 0 - (m/pZ)2 - 0 - 
O- 0 - z/pz - 0 -O- 
The E2 term of the spectral sequence 
H,(SWn, p), H,(so@n, PI, Cp)) =$ Hr+,(SO(2n,p2), E;p) (2) 
looks like 
(z/pz)2 - 0 - 0 - 
(~ -- 0 - z/pz - 0 -- 0 
From [ 131 we have the commutative diagram 
W’(GL,,(z/ @I), H3(s1,,, Upif)) 
ro.3 
T 
H’(GL,,(Z/pZ), H 3(Mn, Z/pZ)) 
with r”v3 0 g”v3 ~j’*~ onto. Therefore, 
H”WWn, p), H3(so(2n, PI, ~/PO) - HoGUn, PI, H3(Sl(n, p), ~/PO 
is an isomorphism. Call this map G”*3. In general we have maps 
GS9’ : HS(S02,(H/ph), Ht(sozJ/pz)) - WGL,(Z/pZ), H’(sl,,, z/pz)). 
We have the diagram 
H’(GL,(Z/pZ), H3(sl,(h/pZ), Upz)) 
4iL 
- H2(GLn(Z/pZ), H2(sl,(Z/pZ), UpZ)) 
G 
T 
G 
H”60,,(V~~), H3(so2,Wp~), WJZ)) 
60 
T 
- r-r2(S0,,(~~p~),H2(~02,,(~~p~), Z/pZ)). 
Since &: is an isomorphism, &$ is also an isomorphism. By duality we get that 
dz(Z/pZ) is an isomorphism. From this it is easy to see that dz(Z) is a mono- 
morphism. Also, as in [13; Lemma 5.51 we can show that dzy has image of rank 1. 
So the E3 term of the spectral sequence (1) looks like 
O- 
I I 
z/p&z - 0 -o---- 
0 -O- iupz - 0 -0 
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and the E3 term of the spectral sequence (2) looks like 
O- 
O- 0 - z/pz - 0 -0 
We then have the following: 
Theorem 1.9. For nz6 undprmax{6n-3,8i+13}, 
Hi(S0(2n, p2), Z/pZ) = 
{ 
0, i=l,2,5, 
Z/P& i=3,4, 
4(SO(2n, p2, Z;p) = 
{ 
0, i= 1,2,4,5, 
(Z/p2Z), i= 3. 
The proof of this theorem follows from the spectral sequences and the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem. 
It must be noted that in Theorems 1.3 and 1.9 the bounds on the primep depend 
on the size of n. This is an unfortunate consequence of the method used. TO cal- 
culate in #-theory it is necessary to determine the homology groups of GL, Sp, and 
SO, i.e. determine these groups in the limit. Since p depends on n, if we make n 
large to find these homology groups we ultimately end up eliminating all primes 
from consideration. Fortunately, there is a way around this. We will see from 
[4,6,9] that the homology groups stabilize independent of p. Then, at least for p 
large compared to the stabilizing value of n, we will be able to determine the 
algebraic K groups. 
In the linear case stability has been shown in [7] for the entries necessary to deter- 
mine Ki, 1 ris4. To obtain stability for K, we can use the following result from 
van der Kallen [9] on the stability of the homoiogy of SL,,(Z/,n2Z). The ring 
R = Up2H is a ring with unit satisfying Bass’ stable range condition SR,di,+z(R) 
]3, Chapter V, Theorem 3.53. In fact, we rr ay take sdim = 1. Then the homology 
groups of SL(n,p’) st:ibilize as follows: 
K groups of Z/p’Z 299 
is surjective for n r2m and injective for n r2m + 1 [9, p. 391. 
We are interested in the case where m = 5. Then Hs(SL,(Z/p2Z)) stabilizes when 
nz 11. Note again that this is independent of p. Then we have the following: 
Theorem 1.10. (1) For p>S, 
H~(SL(Z/p2Z), B;p) = 
0, s= 1,2,4, 
Z/p2B, s= 3. 
(2) For p > 56, 
p2 = o(Hs(SL(Z/p2z), z;p)) I p6. II 
For the special orthogonal group we refer to Betley [4] which says that the groups 
O,,(N) are homologically stable for a local ring I?. We are interested 5 the homo- 
logical stability of S02,(Up2Z). To get stability for S02,(Z/‘p2Z) we proceed as 
follows. The short exact sequence 
1 -+ S02,(Z/p2Z) -+ o,,(z#~2z) + z/2z -+ 1 
leads to a spectral sequence with E2 term 
H&Z/2& H,(S02,((Z/p2Z))) * H r+.s(02tlWP2~))* 
(3) 
(4 
Since Hs(S02,(Z/p2Z)) is a p-group, (4) collapses for any odi prime p and 
we have [H,(S02,(Z/p2Z))] ““f H,(02,JZ/p2Z)). ‘ID relate H#02,((Z/p2Z)) 
to Hr(02,(Z/p2Z)) it would be useful to know when the action of Z/2Z on 
SO&/p2Z) is trivial, i.e. when (3) splits. 
Lemma 1.11. For a given prime p such that - 1 is a quadratic residue mod p2, (3) 
splits for an infinite number of integers n. 
Proof. If we can find e cS$L such that (x~~= (-1) mod(p2) then the map 
sending - 1 to diag(pf . . . , a) gives a splitting of (3). It is easy to see that if P2= 
(- 1) mod(p”), then p2(‘)= (-1) mod(p2) for any odd integer n. CI 
From most any elementary number theory text one can learn that if 4 1 (p - l), 
then - 1 is a quadratic residue mod(p2). So there are an infinite number of primes 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1.11. 
Proposition 1.12. For primes p such that - !I is a quadratic residue mod p2 and for 
n big with respect to k, the inclusion homomorphism 
i : SOz,(Z/p2Z) + SOzn + 2(Z/p2Z) 
induces an isomorphism 
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i,: Hk(SO,(Z/p’Z)) --) H~(SOz,~+~(h/p2Z)). 
Proof. From the previous lemma there are an infinite number of integers n such 
that (3) splits. Let T be the set of all such n’s_ Then for n E T, H,(S02,,(Z/p2Z))~ 
H,(O-&U’p2Z)). By Betley there is an N such that H,(02,,,(Z/pZZ)) z 
li$ H,(02@/p2Z)) for all m 1 N. So for ra E T, n IN, we have that 
H,(SO~,(Z/P’Z))Z H,(O#/p’Z))~ H,(02@/p2Z)). Since there are an infinite 
number of such n’s, the groups H,(SO2,@/p’Z)) must stabilize. 0 
Corollary 1.13. For primes p such that - 1 is Q quadratic residue mod p2, 
H,(SO(Z/p’Z)) z H,(O(.Z/p2Z)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of Proposition 1. I2 El 
In [13] the groups H,(Sp(2n,p2)) were found by determining the entries in the 
spectral sequence with E2 term 
We are interested in the entries of these spectral sequences when r + SI 5. If we have 
stabilization for each of the relevant entries in these spectral sequences and if we 
only consider differentials among these entries we will have stability at the E” 
level. Charney [6] gives us stability for each of the relevant entries and so we are 
assured of stability at the E” level. Therefore, as a consequence of 
Definition 1 .l and Proposition 1.12, we get the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.3, 
Theorem 1.14. ( 1) For hrge primes p, 
H,(Sp(Z/p’H), Z;p) = 
0, r= 1,2,4,5, 
(Z/p’&, r= 3. 
(2) For large primes p such that - 1 is a quadratic residue mod p2, 
WO(Z/P~~), a; P) = 0, r=l,2,4,5, 
(Z/p’Z), r=3. q 
2. Applications to algebraic K-theory 
We now apply the above to determining the groups &(Z/pZ) where G= GL, Sp, 
or 0, and 1 s&5. Since we only have bounds on the size of H5(GL(Up2Z)), we 
will only obtain bounds on the order of KpL(Z/p2Z). All the other groups will be 
determined exactly. 
We begin with the symplectic case. 
Theorem 2.1. For large primes p, 
KTp(Z/p2Z) = 0, i= 1,2, K;p(z/p’z) = z/p%z @ E/(p” - l)& 
Ksp(Z/p’Z) = Z/2& arrd Kssp(Z/p’Z) = (Z/22)‘. 
Proof. The symplectic K groups of Z/p2Z are defined as the homotopy groups of 
(BSp(Z/p2Z))‘, where ( )’ is Quillen’s plus construction with respect o the perfect 
commutator subgroup of the fundamental group. Since for each n, Ker { Sp(2n, p2) -+ 
Sp(2n,p)} is a p group, we have that 
for q#p. So by Theorem 1.14 and [8, Theorem 1.71 we have Hl(Sp(Z/p2Z), Z) = 0. 
Then, by the Hurewicz Theorem, [8, Theorem 1.71 and Theorem 1.14 we have 
R,~$3sp(z/p2z))+) = @ MWW’p2~)+;q) Oq(BSpWp'Z)+;p) 
4+P I 
= @ MBSpWp~)+;q) 0q(BSp@'/p2~)+;p) 
L q*:p I 
=H~(BSP(~~P~~);~)OH~(S~(~~P~~);~)=O, 
~2WSp(~~p2~))+) = H2(Sp(Z/p2Z);p)= 0, 
q((BSp(Z/p2Z))+) = Z/(p2 - l).Z @ HJ(BSp(Z/‘p2Z);p) 
= H/(p2 -1)Z@Z/p’Z. 
Let A = Z/(p’ - 1)Z @ Z/p2H and let (BSp(Z/p2Z))’ + K(A, 3) be the natural 
three equivalence obtained by attaching cells to (BSp(Up2Z))’ to kill the homotopy 
groups above dimension three. Let Fsp be the homotopy fibre of this map. The 
long exact homotopy sequence and the Hurewicz Theorem show that Fsp is three 
connected, and sri(Fsp) = zci((BSp(Z/p2Z))‘) for i> 3 and H4(Fsp) = z4(Fsp). 
Now, for p>3, 
Hi(K(A, 3), B/pZ) = 
Z/p& i = 3,4, 
o 
, i=5,6 [5]. 
The Hurewicz Theorem and the Universal Coefficient Theorem imply that 
H3(K(A, 3)) = n,(K(A, 3)) = A, 
Hi(K(A,3),Z;p) ~0, 3<i<7, ~23. 
Now we use the Serre spectral sequence 
L ;s = H,UWL 31, H,(F,,)) = Hr+,((BS~Wp2~))‘). (5) 
we k~e z,~(F~~) = 0 for s = I, 2,3, HJK(A, 3), Z;p) = 0 for 3 c r< 7, and ;rr,(K(A, 3)) = 
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0, so the base space acts trivially on the fibre. Now H,(K(A, 3),H,(F,,);p) = 
H,(K(A, 3),Z;p) =0, so (5) looks like 
Therefore, 
H,(Fso, C PI = H,WSPWP~W+, C P) 
= Hr(Sp(Z/p2Z),Z;p) for r= 4,5. 
Now, H4(FsP, Z;p)=O=n,(F~,,Z;p)=q((B~,(iz/p~Z))+;p) and q((BSp(Z/p2Z))‘)= 
Z/2Z = K~(Z/p’Z). 
To find KF(Z/p2Z), let F sp --) K(Z/2Z, 4) be the natural 4-equivalence obtained 
by attaching cells to Fsp to kill the homotopy groups above dimension 4 and let F 
be the homotopy fibre of this map. The long exact homotopy sequence and the 
Hurewicz Theorem show that F is four connected, so q(F) = H,(F). 
For p odd, H,(K(Z/2Z, 4), Z;p) and H,(K(Z/2Z, 4), Z/pZ) are 0. So the spectral 
sequence with E2 term 
collapses at any odd prime. Therefore, H,(F, Z;p) = H5(Fsp, iZ;p). So 
+(BSp(Z/p’Z)+, Z;p) = n5(Fsp, Z;p) = n&t Z;p) = H,tF, Z;p) 
= HsfFsp, Cp) = H,((Mp(z/p’z))+, CP) 
= H,(Sp(Z/p2Z), Z;p) == 0. 
By [8, Theorem 1.71 and Theorem 1.14 we have Kfp(Z/p2Z)= (Z/2Z)2. Cl 
We now turn to the orthogonal K groups. 
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Theorem 2.2. For large primes p such that - 1 is a quadratic residue mod p’, 
K~(Z/pQ) = Z/2& Kio(Z/p2Z) = 0, for i = 2,4,5, 
and KF(Z/:ozZ) = Z/p2hQZ/(p’ - 1)Z. 
Proof. The groups Kjo(Z/$Z) are defined to be the groups ni(BO(B/p2Z)“. By 
Theorem 1.14 and the Hurewicz Theorem 
a,((BO(Z/p2))+) = Z/2Z@&(BO(Z/‘p2a.);p) = 22/2Z. 
To find Ri((BO(H/p’Z))+) for i>! ) let BO(Z/p’Z!>’ + K(Z/2Z, 1) be the natural 
1 -equivalence obtained by attaching cells to BO(Z/p2Z)’ to kill the homotopy 
groups above dimension 1 and let 13 be the homotopy fibre of this map. Since 
nt(Ft) = 0, the long exact homotopy sequence and the Hurewicz Theorem show that 
If2(hi) = HA&) and ni(Fl) = Zi(BO(Z/p2Z)‘) for i> 1. 
Let X and Y be connected topological spaces. A map g : X-, Y is a p-equivalence 
if g, : HJX, Z/pZ) + HJ Y, Z/pZ) is an isomorphism. This is equivalent to saying 
that g # : x+(X; ZlpZ) -b, II.+( 1’ Z/pZ) is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 2.3. Ths map 6 
I 
--) BO(UpB) is a p-equivalence for p + 2. 
Proof. (I would like tG thank Dan Kahn for this argument.) The fibration 4 -+ 
BO(Z/p2Z)’ + K(Z/2iZ, 1) deloops, i.e. there exist spaces E and 1: such that we 
have the fibre sequences 
BO(Z/p’Z)’ = QE 
K(H/2E, 1) = Q(K(Z2/2H, 2)) 
and the latter fibration is just the loops on the fibration X-+ E + K(Z/2Z, 2). 
Since ni- ,(Fl) = Zi(X) and Eli__ I(BO(Z/‘p2Z)‘) = QE), the map 4 3 BO(Z/p2Z)’ 
is a p-equivalence if and only if the map X+ E is a p-equivalence. 
In the fibration X-, E --) K(Z/2Z, 2), the fundamental group of the base space 
is trivial so it acts trivially on the fibre. For p odd, H,(K(Z/2& 2)J;p) and 
H,(K(Z/2Z,2),E/pE) are 0. So the spectral sequence with E2 term 
E,fs = H,.(K(Z/ZZ, 2), H,(X, UpZ)) * H,,,(E, Z/pZ) 
collapses at any odd prime. Since xl of the base space acts trivially on the fibre we 
have 
H,(X, UpZ) = H,(E, Z/pZ). 
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So X -+ E is a p-equivalence. TI erefore 4 --) BO(Z/p*Z)’ is a p-equivalence. El 
As a result we have Hr(Fl,Z/yZ) = Hr(BO(Z/pZZ)‘, UpH) and, consequently 
H,(F,, Z;p) = H,(BO(Z/p*Z,‘, Z;p). 
By Theorem 1.14 we have that H,(F,, Z;p) is 0 for r= 2 and is H/p2Z for r= 3. 
Now 712(Fl) =0 by [S, Theorem 1.71, so q(F!) = HJ(F,). Using [8, Theorem 1.71 
again we get 
tt,(BO(E/p’Z)+) G x,(F,) = 
0, P=?, 
Zlp2Z@Z/(p~--I)& r=3. 
Now, let 4 +K(A, 3) be the natural three equivalence obtained by attaching 
cells to Fl to kilI the homotopy groups above dimension three and let F. be the 
homotopy fibre of this map. Then F3 is three connxted and ni(Fo) = ni(Fl) for i< 3 
and H4(Fo) = n4(Fo). Now we are in the same sitt.ation with 0 as ave were in the 
case of Sp with Fl playing the role of BSp~h/p2E,+. The same argum-snt as above 
shows that 
H,(Fo, Z) = a4(Fo,Z) = nq(F,) = n4(B0(Z/p2Z)‘) and 
H,(Fo, Z;p) = H,(F,, /T;p) = H,(BO(Pp2Z)‘, Z;p) for r = 4,5. 
So by 18, Theorem 1.71 and Theorem 1.14 we h;tve that K~(Z/p2Z) = A~((&)) = 0. 
In addition, if F. + K(9/2&4) is the natural 4-equivalence obtained by attaching 
cells to Fo to kill the homotopy groups above dimension 4 and F2 is the homotopy 
fibre of this map, then the above argument also shows that 
nj(BO(Z/p2Z)‘) = nj(F,) = nS(Fo) = r~j(F2) = Hj(F2) and 
H,&, G P) = M,(F,, Cp) = H,(F,, Z-;p) = Hs(BO(Z/p2Z)+, Z;,D). 
Then by 18, Theorem 1.71 and Theorem 1.14 we have K~(Z/p2Z) =O. q 
Theorem 2.4. (1) For p> 5, 
K,(Z/p2Z) = upz 6 Z/(p - l)Z, K2(Z/p2Z) = 0, 
K,(H/p’H) = li/p2L @ h/(p2 - l)Z, and K4(R/p2Z) = 0. 
(2) For p> 56, 
p2(p3 - 1) 5 o(K&Z./~~Z)) s p6(p3 - 1). 
Proof. Since for each n, Ker{SL(n,p*)+SL(n,p)i is a p group, we have that 
H,(SL(n,p*),Gq) = H,(SL(n,p),Cq) for q#:p- 
So by Theorem 1.10 and (8, Theorem 1.71 we have H,(SL(Up’B),Z)=O. 
Then SL(Up2Z) is the commutator subgroup of GL(Z/p’Z). This implies [hat 
Z/p*Z))’ is the universal covering of (BGL(Z/p2Z))’ [IS]. Therefore, 
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Ki(Z/p’Z) = ni((BSL(L/p’H))‘) for in I l 
1. ow 1 -+ SL(n, p) --) GL(n, p) -+ (Z/pZ)” -+ 1 induces the fib-e sequence of spaces 
BSL(H/pZ)’ -+ BGL(B/pZ)+ -+ B((B/pl)“)+. 
Since B((Z/pZ)*) is a K(at, l)$ the long exact sequence in homotopy implies that 
n,(BSL(Z’pB)+) = q(BGL( /&I~~) ‘) for i 11. ??I find the former groups we can 
then use [8, Theorem I .7]. From this point the proof mimics that of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Cl 
Corollary 2.5. For p> 56, K5(Z/p2Z) is not cyclic. 
Proof. Since as((BSL(Z/p2Z))‘, Z;p) = Hs(SL(Z/p’Z), H;p), it is easy to see from 
the spectral sequence with E’ term 
H,(SL(n,p),H,(sl(n,p),Z;p)) =$ H,,,(SW~,P’MP) 
(see [13, Fig. Z.lS]), that Hs(SL(Z/p2Z), Z;p) must have at least two generators. 
Since Ks(Z/p2Z;p) = Hs(SL(Z/p2Z), Z;p) we get the corollary. Cl 
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